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Ignoring Jared's orders and going to the Fae plane has cost Mina dearly. She remains haunted by
her decision as a new danger surfaces. The Grimms are fading. With the help of her Fae
Godmother and a pair of magic shoes, Mina Grime will have to travel to the past to save her family's
future. Mina must go to the Story's beginning - where the dark prince's reign began. But can she
complete her quest before her time runs out or will she be trapped in the past forever?
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I have been waiting for this book to come out since the author, Chanda Hahn announced that there
was going to be a fourth book. The rest of the series was amazing I was hoping this one would be
just like them. I was wrong. This book exceeded my expectations. I was thrilled with the book and
read it in 2 hours - still managing to savour every moment. I waited all day for the book joining in
with the release party and that was a great way to be informed about when the book came live on
Kindle. This book was more than I could hope for and I sure hope the next one is just as good.
Chanda's writing draws you in and makes the characters come alive.

This series continues to surprise me.The worst thing is i need to wait until june for forever.Guess
you are worth the wait buddy!Let's talk about the main character mina,She was a confused soul.The
thing is she has feelings for both jared and brody.I still appreciate her attitude in this book because it
all fitted in perfectly.This love triangle is worth reading,trust me!Now for my favourite character in

this book,and that award goes to Teague!Omg.....i am so in love with jared\teague.i like teague
better because jared was a typical mysterious character out of every teen book.Teague had a
unique character.He was a innocent prince who turned bad due to a certain unknown reason (you
will know the suspense if you think about it,but would still enjoy it)The whole idea of the plot was
captivating.The storyline of this series was given a really broad look.The competition that was held
in this book reminds us a lot of the goblet of fire but the comparision doesn't spoil the book as it has
it's own twists and turns .The time travelling part adds most of the excitement.The author uses an
interesting way to deepen the plot.You will be amazed by how the different pieces of the story come
together.i am in all feels for teague here.So i hope he does finds his 'Happily ever after'.But since
chanda hahn loves the grim tales,you don't know what to expect .I am just gonna put my fingers
crossed that everything should go well.I highly recommand this book to readers who have finished
the first 3 books.You will not be dissapointed.By the way i love you teague

Chanda Hahn does it again. She captivates her readers in this tales of the Grimm family and their
curse. You just can't help but love the villain and get angry at the supposed good guys. A strongly
suggested read. But start at the beginning.

Book Review- Reign by Chanda HahnMina is trying to deal with the loss of Jared. She is devastated
and when Teague comes threatening her for a mystery blade, Mina angers him with her heartbreak.
She is also worried when her little brotherÃ¢Â€Â™s image seems to flicker for a second as he tries
to grab something he wants. She searches out the Godmothers Guild for help.Something is trying to
destroy the Grimm family line. Mina will have to go back in time to stop it. With the help of some
glass slippers during a ball with Brody, Mina goes back to a time before Teague turns evil, back
before Jared even existed. She learns what really happened and why Teague turned evil destroying
what he did. She also learned why his vengeance is aimed at her family. She is shocked and
saddened over the truth. She is full of guilt and anger when Teague strikes back at her in her time.
She loses someone important and she has to figure out what to do next.I love this series. This is
book four and you learn exactly what caused it all. I didnÃ¢Â€Â™t see it coming until I read this
book. Through the whole series you wonder why Teague is so evil. Now you know and why. It is
interesting that the prophesy became a self-fulfilling one. If they wouldnÃ¢Â€Â™t have acted on it, it
probably wouldnÃ¢Â€Â™t have come to pass. Got to love the logic in the Unfortunate fairy tales.I
love that Mina finally gets to be with Brody but sad to say that may not last long. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s great to
see MinaÃ¢Â€Â™s friends rally around her and accept everything in stride. She is no longer

alone.The ending was surprising. I was not expecting that to occur. So it will be interesting to see
what Mina has to do in the last book. She has some new allies, so we will see. The author has
written a fun series to read with great characters. I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to see what happens next. I
give it a 4 out of 5.

I really loved the first three, although at times I wondered why she still made some of the same poor
choices over again but they were good enough for me to look over. This one however it was the
same but almost seemed worse. I ended up getting frustrated with the character and not really liking
her as much as in the first three. Also, I can't recall a lot of typos in the first three or maybe I was too
caught up in them I didn't notice so much. This one however had enough that by the middle of the
book I was beginning to wonder how so many were missed when they stand out. I'm still interested
in the story line though and I'm hoping the next one will do as well as the first three.

Ms. Hahn, you have done it again. I could not put this down. I actually had to pry it out of my hands
to eat and sleep. From the first page, it just sucked me back into Mina's world and kept me there.
It's been almost 2 days and I still have my "book hangover." For anyone looking for a fantastic read,
I highly recommend this entire series. You definitely won't be disappointed.
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